Grant Coordinator Agenda  
September 20, 2018 1:15 – 3:30pm  
Gallery, Memorial Union

Guest Speakers
WorkCyte Update – Dayna Petkov & Christine LaTorre

SPA
1. WorkCyte Update Discussion – Erin Johnson

OSPA
1. Training Offerings – Tammy Polaski & Andrea Rich
2. OSPA Staffing Update – Andrea Rich
3. NIJ Conflict of Interest – Andrea Rich
   - FCOI Check now required for National Institutes of Justice
4. GoldSheet Compliance Questions – Andrea Rich
   - All project activities, including subrecipient activities
5. Transmittal Letter Reminder – Andrea Rich
6. ARS Affiliate Guidelines – Andrea Rich
7. Cash vs In-Kind Cost Share – Becky Musselman
8. PI Eligibility Guidelines – Becky Musselman
9. Updated On-Campus vs. Off-Campus Decision Tree – Becky Musselman

OIP TT
1. NIST IT Security – Dana Rewoldt

Future Meetings
- Thursday, 11/15/2018 – Gallery Room
- All meetings are scheduled for 1:15 – 3:30 p.m.